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boundaries of space:
the sculpture of yuki nakamura

by jill conner

By 2005 Japanese contemporary art became an internationally

identity that signified a new national identity. Since moving to Seattle

significant art movement. Motifs seen in manga (comics), for instance,

from the small Japanese island of Shikoku in 1995, Yuki Nakamura

were first used in the 1980s to create environments that challenged

added a new perspective to the larger notion of Northwest Abstraction.

the division between fantasy and reality. Within the last five years, hip

Her vast oeuvre of porcelain-based abstract sculptures combined with

cafés located within Tokyo’s Electronic Town began featuring young

drawings, performance and installation collectively capture an element

women clothed in short black dresses and white aprons, who act out

of the quotidian by introducing the genre of abstraction as an evolving

the role of the submissive French maid. Takashi Murakami stated that,

gesture. Outside the tenets of Western art history, abstraction suddenly

“Cute is so fetishized in Japan that it’s actually also sexualized.”1

becomes a site for one’s reaction to the experiences found in everyday

The culture of kawaii (cute) that emerged in the 1970s presented all

life. Operating within a rather narrow visual framework, Nakamura elic-

generations with a symbol of child-like innocence. These sweet

its a unique, ordinary beauty that exists within the immediate moment.

dreams have extended into the medium of ceramics as well, but less
in figurative form and more in terms of an intellectual simplicity that

Nakamura’s work began appearing in Seattle galleries as early as 1998,

has appeared as profound as the nation’s deep ceramic tradition.

after the artist completed graduate study in art. Two early installations
explored sculpture as an unadorned object of containment. Incomplete

Throughout the late 20th-century artists living both in and away from

Joints (1998) consisted of approximately forty cast-clay joints that were

their home country have utilized visual art to create a new postwar

inspired by Japanese carpentry. These slender, angular constructions

Deformed Drops, 2005
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Porcelain, resin, pigment, latex paint

24 x 24 x 11 in (61 x 61 x 28 cm)
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stood no more

placed each blue container along the structure’s edge, while

than fifteen inch-

recollecting the liquid bags used in a gas attack upon thousands

es in height and

of subway commuters by members of the Aum Shinrikyo cult.

stood together
like skyscrapers

The multiple became a central component of Nakamura’s work by

when seen from

the early 21st-century. White Vanishing (2000), for example, featured

a distance. Each

an array of identical biomorphic forms. The matte-white finish nearly

white porcelain

camouflaged the wall with the object, leaving the objects’ artificiality

piece differed

as the defining factor. “By juxtaposing the highly polished porcelain

slightly from the

components with blank, white space,” the artist states, “the ethereal

other, render-

qualities of light and shadow allow my work to create a spiritual

ing a consistent

time and space through the viewers’ contemplation.” Unlike the

number of sharp angles and square tops. “I always change,” Nakamura

Western artist’s injection of socio-political satire into the mass-

explains. “It is great if someone continues with the same kind of work,

produced everyday object, Nakamura utilized the process of visual

but I always want to evolve.” In 1999 the artist extended her growing

repetition to achieve a new state of intellectual awareness.

aesthetic into the urban landscape. On the Roof (1999) was a sitespecific installation featured at HorseHead International Project that

Inspired by the undulating surface of natural terrain, the artist began

took place at the former Sand Point Naval Base. Comprised of multiple

exploring the abstract, erratic line of geography in 2002 and created

blue, plastic bags filled with gravel that once coated the roof, the artist

fourteen porcelain boxes that, together, rendered stencils of unnamed,

Incomplete Joints, 1998
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Porcelain

12.75–14.25 x 3.5 x 3.5 in (32–36 x 9 x 9 cm) each sculpture

Photo: Richard Nicol

On the Roof, 1999 Plastic bags, gravel Installation view
Installation at HorseHead International Project, Sand Point Naval Base, Seattle
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fictitious islands. Titled Islands (2002), this floor installation captured

of the three-dimensional square, Nakamura established a possible

Nakamura’s regional identity, which she previously experienced within

metaphor for her own cultural migration.

Shikoku. Island Pillows (2003) reduced the artist’s concept to four
concave porcelain panels that rippled together, as if inflated by wind.

The transport and exchange of ideas dominated much of the artist’s

The thin delineation of a possible landmass, moreover, appears

work throughout the following year. Seeded Forest (2004) grew out

throughout. This undeniable hint at global transience actually pinpoints

of collaboration with Joseph Miller and responded to the natural

her own: “When you are from a specific place, such as an island, you

environment of the Pacific Northwest within the restricted limits

recognize specific shapes and language. I started to explore these

of a terrazzo floor. Creating a public floor installation within the

regional features as icons in my work.” The intersection of lines seen

Tacoma Convention Center, both artists utilized natural minerals,

in Three Islands (2003) portrays an outline of three different forms

cast glass and pulled glass cane in order to render the illusion of

upon each other.

forested ground. Nakamura’s subsequent residency in La Napoule,
France, was based upon the materials that were provided at the

In 2003 Nakamura participated in an exhibition titled FASHION is

site, returning to her notion of the traveling map. Trespass (2004)

ART and explored the tension that existed between the abstract

became an outdoor installation made of red paper cutouts that

object and her own body. Red Stair (2003) was designed as a five-

were designed in accordance to the irregular shapes seen across

step velvet dress that was attached to the artist’s waist as she

the surface of a local oak tree. Ironically, the fibrous surface synced

walked down a fashion runway. What initially appeared as a novel

with the artist’s larger interests in evolution and movement, revealing

performance ultimately led to the creation of a sculpture that could

an even tighter connection with nature.

not exist independent from the artist. While exploring the nature

Split Islands, 2003
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Porcelain, resin, pigment

8.5 x 7.25 x 4 in (22 x 18 x 10 cm) each sculpture

Photo: Alex Rahin
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Another residency that Nakamura spent in Novara, Italy, during the

The artist eventually fused her desire for the multiple with the mass-

following year led to Fictional City (2005), which reiterated the Euro-

produced object in the Dream project. Designed in 2005 following

pean medieval map in a series of cubic forms. Reflecting on the experi-

the sudden death of her brother at age 36, who had also worked as a

ence, Nakamura said, “My map confused the viewers’ fixation with

soccer coach, Nakamura began casting inflated and deflated copies

their city. People asked if the components of my work had particular

of porcelain soccer balls. In a series of different installations, such as

names, but I told them no. In this instance, parks and buildings were

Dream Suspended (2006), the artist revisited various aspects of this

turned into objects and were misunderstood as buildings.” These

popular sport, since the ball itself functioned as an abstraction of the

ideas were extended further in a structural, collaborative installation

globe. Additionally, the sport served as a means to connect many boys

with Craig Miller titled Hardline Organics (2006), which combined

from her hometown of Shikoku with the rest of the world. Regardless of

glowing electroluminescent strands of light with thin pieces of strip

the pop culture flair found within the Dream series, Yuki Nakamura has

wood and sought to spin a sense of absurd optimism by creating an

consistently used abstraction to investigate the boundaries of space.

interactive work that also utilized object, space, sound and projection.

And much like other forms of Japanese contemporary art, Nakamura’s

Another collaboration titled Floating Plaster/City Motion (2006)

work forms connections while providing an escape from the pressures

featured an arrangement of bulky square forms, made by Robert

of daily life.

Campbell and Nakamura, that initially resembled a ship but was
ultimately transformed into a vast, rigid landscape that came to life
Floating Plaster / City Motion, 2006 Hydrocal plaster, DLP projectors, DVD players, synchronizer, speakers, DVDs
Installation: 9 x 40 x 20 ft (2.7 x 12 x 6 m) Sculpture: 1 x 14 x 4 ft (30 x 426 x 122 cm)
Joint project between 911 Media Arts Center and the Henry Art Gallery, Seattle Photo: Robert Campbell
Fictional City, 2005 Plaster 8.5 x 76 x 67 in (22 x 193 x 170 cm)
Residency project at Novara Arte Cultura, Novara, Italy
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beneath an extensive interplay among video-projected images.
Jill Conner is the Contributing Editor from New York for Contemporary magazine.
1

Magdalene Perez, “The AI Interview: Takashi Murakami,” Artinfo.com: June 9, 2006.
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PROJECT ONE IMAGES
page 12
Dream Suspended, 2006
Porcelain, electroluminescent wire,
AC driver, wood
108 x 88 x 156 in
(274 x 224 x 396 cm)
Photo: Richard Nicol
page 14
Dream J (red), 2005
Porcelain, glaze
7 in (18 cm) diameter
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project one

dream suspended
“The Dream project is a deeply personal work that
acknowledges the premature death of my brother at
the age of 36. He was a soccer coach and lived his life
in Shikoku Island, Japan. For many boys from my hometown, dreaming to become a professional soccer player
is a way that they can escape small-town life. Hanging in
the gallery are fragile porcelain soccer balls, all of which

page 15, left
Dream Suspended, 2006
Porcelain, electroluminescent wire,
AC driver, wood
108 x 88 x 156 in
(274 x 224 x 396 cm)

are at different stages of deflation. Each ball represents

page 15, right
Dream, 2005
(Installation view)
Porcelain, string

– Yuki Nakamura

the dream of my brother as well as that of the younger
boys from Shikoku.”

13

Hailing from a maritime town in rural

her brother, a soccer coach, chose to stay. Dream Suspended features

Japan, Nakamura’s childhood was

36 fragile porcelain soccer balls hanging from the ceiling, an elegy to

delineated by the seashore of her

his premature death at age 36.

small island. On land she schooled,
ate dinners with her family, grew tall

The soccer balls in Dream Suspended relate formally to Nakamura’s

with her brother. Beyond the lapping

interest in islands. The ball is like a little globe, and the stitching

line of the sea was someplace else.

defines little islands on its surface. Drawing out this metaphor, a

Lines, boundaries and islands are re-

professional soccer career is the dream of escape for the young boys

curring motifs in Nakamura’s ceramic

in Nakamura’s hometown, a way to move beyond the sea encircling

sculpture, a way of investigating

their island, see the world. In Nakamura’s treatment, the soccer ball

issues of place, provincialism and

becomes a universal signifier of aspiration. Nakamura’s brother chose

identity as shaped by nativity.

to stay behind to train young boys at soccer so that they might make
it big. Nakamura mourned his death by making frequent trips home

Nakamura left her idyllic setting to

to observe a year-long Buddhist rite of mourning. Dream Suspended

attend university in Tokyo, where she studied Ceramics. Leaving a rural

publicly celebrates her brother’s lifelong goal of encouraging children

childhood for the big city is a mind trip. Nakamura’s frame of reference

to pursue their dreams beyond the horizon.

broadened. While Nakamura chose to leave her isolated life on Shikoku,
– Gary Owen
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collaboration with robert campbell
PROJECT TWO IMAGES

project two

floating plaster/city motion
Floating Plaster/City Motion is a new multi-media installation by Robert Campbell and Yuki
Nakamura, who worked together for the first time in the New Works Laboratory residency
pages 16 and 18–19
Floating Plaster / City Motion, 2006
Hydrocal plaster, DLP projectors,
DVD players, synchronizer,
speakers, DVDs
Installation: 9 x 40 x 20 ft
(2.7 x 12 x 6 m)
Sculpture: 1 x 14 x 4 ft
(30 x 426 x 122 cm)
Photos: Robert Campbell

program. Having fixed on a basic formal approach, they developed a series of elements that
were striking on their own but would respond to projected light. The moving sequence, which
runs approximately nine minutes, evokes the drama of a city: shifting lights, moving traffic,
incidents of weather and other elements in flux that capture the pulse of a place. Nakamura’s
expertise with sculpture freed Campbell to enjoy object-making, while Campbell enabled
Nakamura’s first experiences with projected animation. The two artists contributed equally to
the refinement and resolution of each part, working together to make a new whole.
New Works Laboratory is a collaborative project between 911 Media Arts Center and the
Henry Art Gallery. It is an intensive residency program that pairs visual artists working in
traditional media with digital media artists experimenting with new technologies, to co-create
and exhibit new and innovative works of art.
– Elizabeth Brown, Chief Curator, Henry Art Gallery
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kingdom, come
by jen graves
In the perpetual future, our size is changeable.

resemble glowing ships of empire, of cast-plaster

While we become godlike, peering down at a small

shapes with urban-style canyons between. The

earth from planes and spaceships and skyscraper

islands are based on the footprints of the Ile Saint-

observatories, through microscopes and zoom

Louis and the Ile de la Cité in Paris, but they have

lenses we burrow like ticks. The artists Yuki Nakamura

become anonymous. Three synchronized projectors

and Robert Campbell transport us back now to a

create one moving image across the surfaces of

quaint mutation of scale — the miniature movie set

the buildings and streets and alleys. Bits of snow

— but instead of blowing up the sculptural miniature

drop on the two cities, streaks of traffic careen

into a photographic cinema that reinforces natural

down their avenues and the cities are caressed by

scale, they construct a defiant, desirable city where

sun, sketched by architects and destroyed by bombs.

no person can live, a city that goes on despite us.

The animated realm that results from the changing

It is forever small, and we are forever too big. Now

combination of surface and form is abstract and

we are like gods who wish to be human again.

suggestive, like a map, a telescoped view, a war
zone broadcast from a safe distance.

The installation, called Floating Plaster/City Motion, sits on the floor in a dark room at 911 Media
Arts Center. It is two silent white islands, which also

18

Jen Graves is art critic at The Stranger, and has also written for
The Believer, Art in America, and Newsday.
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PROJECT THREE IMAGES
page 20
Fictional City, 2005
Plaster
8.5 x 76 x 67 in (22 x 193 x 170 cm)
Residency project at Novara Arte
Cultura, Novara, Italy
Photo: Riccardo Del Conte

During a residency in the northern Italian town Novara, Nakamura focused on the innocuous

project three

fictional city
city map as a source saturated in meaning. Using the typically irregular city blocks of Novara,
Nakamura began to dissect the meaning of boundaries. Forming plaster blocks with the foot plan of
the city blocks, but with an elevation irrespective of
the actual buildings’ makeup, Nakamura re-envisioned
the town as a series of minimalist blocks. The context
is erased, except for the boundaries. Can one recognize the shape of one’s own residence if the volume is
drastically altered? Boundaries are not the only variable
defining a place.
– Gary Owen
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I was inspired by the city map of historic Novara, especially its general form which I rendered by
casting individual building blocks in plaster. The project evolved through historic dialogue with local
residents, and working with dozens of students. It connected with people, place and history.
– Yuki Nakamura
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PROJECT FOUR IMAGES
page 24, left
Hardline Organics - pods, 2006
Wood, electroluminescent wire,
AC driver, resin, porcelain,
plastic cable
156 x 240 x 216 in (4 x 6 x 5.5 m)
page 24, right
Hardline Organics - pods, 2006
(detail)
Photo: Richard Nicol

collaboration with craig miller
Hardline Organics is an immersive and transformative installation. Keying in on the concept
of absurd optimism, the gallery is an interactive space alive with object, sound and projection. The idea of absurd optimism plays
off the ideal of futurism we grew up with,
melded with our own current artistic sensibilities. The altered space is a new world
of our own creation, with architectural

page 25
Hardline Organics - pods, 2006
(detail)
Photo: Craig Miller

elements that invite the viewer to explore

page 26, right
Hardline Organics - light columns,
2006
(installation view)
Photo: Richard Nicol

the artists, ambitious in concept, design

page 26, left, and page 27
Hardline Organics - light columns,
2006
(detail)

project four

hardline organics

the space and the future that is now. The
work is an exciting collaboration between
and realization.

Hardline Organics was co-curated by Craig Miller and Yuki Nakamura. Other participating artists were Jenny Heishman,
Etsuko Ichikawa and Saya Moriyasu.
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boundaries and growth
by rock hushka

One of the recurring themes in Yuki Nakamura’s projects is the concept of how islands represent
boundaries. In maps in particular, there exists a very clear boundary between land and water —
usually represented by blue for the water and green for
the landmass. For Nakamura, this strict separation is
an intensely powerful metaphor for articulating identity
and cultural inclusiveness.
Nakamura was raised on the southern Japanese island
of Shikoku. A very strong sense of regional identity
was instilled in Nakamura from the island’s geography
and its relationship to the rest of Japan. This cultural

understand more clearly how regions, cities and people define themselves by boundaries.
The work Nakamura created for Trespass evolved from
a recent artist residency at the Chateau de La Napoule
in southern France. While working, she was struck by the
growth patterns on a tree in the castle’s courtyard. The
patterns evoked the map-like boundaries of her previous work, but as part of a living tree, the lines became a
reminder of growth and development. The simple shapes
become a juxtaposition of seemingly opposite ideas —
boundaries and growth.

identity was heightened when Nakamura came to the United States to study art at the University
of Washington. The setting of Seattle on both Puget Sound and Lake Washington helped her
28

Rock Hushka is Director of Curatorial Administration and Curator of Contemporary and Northwest Art at the Tacoma Art Museum.
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PROJECT FIVE IMAGES

project five

tree map
While working on a residency in France,
Nakamura metaphorically treated a small tree
pages 30–31
Trespass, 2004
Platano tree, wallpaper
Site-specific installation at
Chateau de La Napoule, France
page 32, left (top to bottom)
Tree Map Pillow (red), 2007
Tree Map Pillow (green), 2007
Tree Map Pillow (red), 2007
Tree Map Pillow (green), 2007
page 32, right
Tree Map Red Spot II, 2007
Porcelain, glaze, resin
17 x 10 x 9 in (43 x 25 x 23 cm)
each sculpture

as a microcosm of the world, with its fractured
bark outlines acting as little islands. Together,
the outlines of the bark islands define the shape
and structure of the tree. As she has done with
real islands, Nakamura delicately etches the
outlines of her bark islands into porcelain pillows.
The pillows, as the place of rest and dream, bring the viewer back to the tensions between
ambition and the comfort of home.
– Gary Owen

page 33
Tree Map Pillow (green), 2007
Porcelain, glaze
9 x 25 x 9 in (23 x 64 x 23 cm)
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PROJECT SIX IMAGES

page 34
Island Pillows, 2003
Porcelain, glaze
10 x 20 x 3.5 in (25 x 51 x 9 cm)
Private collection
Photo: Richard Nicol
pages 36–37
Islands, 2002
Porcelain, reflective glass beads
6 x 178 x 108 in (15 x 452 x
274 cm)
Photo: Richard Nicol

project six

islands
Yuki Nakamura’s previous works, mostly ceramics, insist upon a formal reticence; the personal
is placed into strict parameters. Islands, for instance, floats familiar outlines of the world’s iconic
islands, such as Australia or Cuba, into juxtaposition with more personal destinations, including
the artist’s native island, Shikoku, and islands from the Puget Sound region where she currently
resides. Immaculately crafted, these box forms stand apart in a beautifully choreographed
estrangement; the intimate, experienced shape resides alongside the universal signifier. Many
of Nakamura’s other sculptures rely on a similar trajectory, as personal reflection is encoded
within and often hidden next to widely understood symbols.
– Fionn Meade
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PROJECT SEVEN IMAGES

page 38, left
Red Stair, 2003
Red velvet, foam, wood, roller
80 x 30 x 40 in (203 x 76 x 102 cm)
Photo: Alex Rahin
page 38, right
Red Stair, 2003
Photo: Kozo Takeuchi
FASHION is ART was a crosscultural, multi-faceted project
that explored new intersections
between contemporary sculptural
forms and human adornment.
The project was organized by
Thread for Art in 2003.

The notion of fashion as transgressive is so well-worn it has become a cliché. There is constant

project seven

red stair
pressure to outmode, jump forward or reach back. Though showing one’s individuality is done
in part through adornment and flourish, trespass has become the new order, and increasingly,
the body is as likely to be altered as the hemline.
Red Stair represents a departure for Nakamura. The dictates of strict form and negation are still
present, as are a number of warning signs in keeping with her style — field of red, eveninggown formality, blank visage. Superimposing geometry on the human figure is not a new idea;
fashion designers such as Rei Kawakubo and performance director Robert Wilson, among others,
have done so to wonderful effect. What is new, however, is the refinement of the invitation. The
train of a dress is replaced with a staircase, a kind of overture to trespass. Are we to approach
or keep our distance? From trespasses on the body, the viewer’s ascent/glance is pushed back
from the figure even as it runs to it. We are deflected from desiring the human body just as we
are compelled to contemplate it. The sculptural form declines our embrace as the invitation is
extended and then revoked.
– Fionn Meade
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PROJECT EIGHT IMAGES

page 40, left
White Vanishing, 2000
Porcelain, wood, latex paint
48 x 29 x 11 in (122 x 74 x 28 cm)
Private collection
Photo: Richard Nicol
page 40, right
Vanishing, 2005
Porcelain
Dimensions variable
Installation at Novara Arte Cultural,
Novara, Italy
Photo: Riccardo Del Conte

white vanishing, a formal poetic of strain
by stefano catalani

project eight

white vanishing

There is a very healthy formal tension in Yuki Nakamura’s work. Forget about narrative content.
And forget also about surface, about the smooth roundness and tainted whiteness of her
porcelain. Get the clatter out of the way, and what you are left with are form, plastic values and
spatial relationships. You are now poised in the field of formal forces the artist materializes for
us. You can’t help but be attracted by the number, the juxtaposition and the shape of the sculptural elements. As an example, consider such recent works as Fictional City (2005), City (2005),
and City Island (2007), where the formal composition translates into a reflection on the intrinsic
relationality of human social nature. You come to understand, as the artist does, how those

pages 42–43
White Vanishing: Light and Shadow,
2006
Fabricated on vinyl mesh
14 x 100 ft (4.27 x 30.48 m)
Seattle City Light 1% for Art Funds
Photos: Robert Campbell

building-forms take on a shape in relation to each other, how they adjust to one another to form
an entity which is also a unity. In Nakamura’s work the formal tension therefore translates into
seductive emotional and relational forces that shape the forms and bind them to one another.
Fictional City can’t be fully understood without considering the artist’s earlier research conducted
in a more abstract, formal vocabulary. Between 2000 and 2006 Nakamura has produced a series
41

of works loosely

In White Vanishing (2000) the elongated pins are stretched as in a

titled White

titanic effort to detach from the vertical surface. Their plasticity

Vanishing. In

suggests we catch them in the moment of separation, materializing

most of these

right in front of our eyes the forces at work in pulling, stretching,

pieces either

tapering and finally detaching. The pure porcelain could suggest an

drop-shaped

absence of emotions, and yet the violence implicit in this eradication

or bowling-pin-

brings a whole new level of emotion to the piece: the shapes — and

like elements

the strain those shapes seems to be modeled by — speak of cultural

are poised in

and emotional tension in the insularity of the immigrant life, and

an oppositional

rejection of automatic cultural common grounds.

relationship with
the surface on

Louise Bourgeois once said, Art is restoration: the idea is to repair the

which they rest

damages that are inflicted in life, to make something that is fragment-

or to which they attach, while displaying a group behavior, a sense of

ed — which is what fear and anxiety do to a person — into something

belonging to each other, by means of their harmonized juxtaposition.

whole. I think this applies to Nakamura’s work in general: life separates

Opposition (an escape attempt?) and cohesion (the group) are the two

us from places of comfort, people we love, certainties never to be

poles around which the artist spins our experience of these installa-

experienced again. Nakamura’s work gives shape to such cultural and

tions. By means of pure formal values, both a comforting sense of

emotional burden by shaping and staging a formal poetic of strain.

belonging and a physical and emotional tension are elicited.
Stefano Catalani is curator at Bellevue Arts Museum. Edited by Nora Atkinson.
1

42

Louise Bourgeois, interview published in Sculpture magazine. July/August 2005.
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